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ABSTRACT
The report tabulates the drought and flood history of Australia. It suggests engineering
techniques which can alleviate the most egregious aspects of these two recurring conditions in
the future.
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1)
Introduction:
The Outback in Australia is a general description of anywhere beyond the limits of
concentrated human habitation.
Australia is accurately recorded in Dorothea Mackellar’s famous poem I love a sunburnt
country as a land “of drought and flooding rain”.
In 2019 the situation was eloquently recorded as:1
The Queensland floods have wrecked homes and caused hundreds of millions of
dollars of damage to property. In the regional and rural parts of the state, an
estimated 500,000 cattle have been killed by flood waters, devastating graziers
already struggling with the impact of prolonged drought.

Figure 1.
Figure 1.2 Graphically illustrates the consequence of harsh drought followed by inundating
floods.
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2)
Historical Records.
Wikipedia lists 54 notable recorded floods that have occurred in Australia since 1806.3
The drought list includes the comment:4
“Historical climatic records are now sufficiently reliable to profile climate variability
taking into account expectations for regions. Bureau of Meteorology records since the
1860s show that a ‘severe’ drought has occurred in Australia, on average, once every
18 years.”
Sixteen droughts are recorded in the 19th century, five in the 20th century, and two in the 21st
century.
3)
Key Features.
In simple terms the problems caused by floods and droughts is a lack of rain water control.
There is either too much or too little water. So what can be done in either circumstance?
3.1
Floods
In the case of too much rain, the impacts include water logged and drowned assets; all the way
from dead people and animals, through to inundated accommodation and destroyed
agriculture. Transport access is also restricted which hampers restoration efforts.
The ‘quick’ fix to these problems is to either vacate the affected region, or provide high level
topography where required. This might include elevated transport routes, high ground location
for buildings, or as sanctuary points for animal and mobile assets.
3.2
Droughts
A lack of rain can be alleviated with a selection of water reservoir solutions including both
surface and underground reserves. The latter are well understood and utilized. Surface
reservoirs should have high depth to surface ratios to ensure evaporation losses are minimised.
However, the adjunct to the reservoir is a distribution system comprising pipelines or diversion
channels, together with the need to adequately maintain those systems against silt buildup and
inundation by plants.
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4)
Unique Australian Features.
Australia has a series of rivers which mostly run towards the nearest coast as shown in
Figure 2, with many on the east coast restrained by the Great Dividing Range. An exception is
the Lake Eyre Basin which is centrally located, has no sea outlet and hosts an ephemeral salt
lake.

Figure 2.
The Lake Eyre Basin occupies 14% of the Australian continent as shown in Figure 3, and
receives an annual runoff estimated at 20 Km3. Most of this water is lost through seepage and
evaporation.

Figure 3.
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5)
Topographical Engineering.
5.1
Overburden Slushers (OS)
Both floods and droughts can be ameliorated by using engineered solutions. A large part of
this involves bulk materials handling to either excavate, or back fill. While a selection of
excavating equipment is currently available, none is specifically designed to efficiently transfer
material over long distances, or to excavate under water. This problem was previously studied
in the report ‘Deep Reservoirs’.5
OS equipment can be used to construct diversion canals and en echelon reservoirs as discussed
in ‘Lake Eyre Basin Development’ proposal.6
A key conclusion from those reports is that a new piece of excavation equipment is needed to
satisfy the demanding requirements of this excavation task. An example of the proposed
equipment is illustrated operating in Figure 4, which is described as an Overburden Slusher.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.
A critical component is the Hoe which is pulled in alternating sequence by both mobile
winches. The Hoe loads, and transports material while moving in a forward path. Then returns
empty to the excavation point. The Hoe details are schematically shown in Figure 5.
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The hoe operates quite differently to a bulldozer blade - it operates more like a wood plane
shaving off laminates of sedimentary material. It is box shaped with two side plates. A rear
mounted blade is set at a low angle, and a net structure covers the top (top-net). The hoe has
no base plate.
As material enters the hoe it rides up the face of the blade - which may also be fitted with
ripper teeth. At the top of the blade the load comes up against the top net. This prevents
coarse material exiting over the back of the hoe, but does permit fine material to escape
through the net. This is important for maintaining a seal on the bottom of the reservoir.
Since coarser material is constrained by the top net and the two side plates, hydrostatic
pressure starts to build up within the hoe as does the gross weight. This squeezes some water
from the load and prevents it from further rotating in the hoe. When it reaches design capacity,
hydrostatic pressure buildup is sufficient to lift the load clear of the dig surface. A shear plane
develops under the load and the payload advances to the dump point. It is worth noting here
that the OS hoe has two distinct operating modes - one is the dig mode while the other is the
transporting mode. Transporting mode requires a significantly lower rope pulling force. The
capacity of the hoe may also be adjusted by altering the tension of the top net.
OS equipment is very energy efficient as the load never lifts clear of the ground surface where
sliding friction forces are low, and large capacity hoes can be used.
The Lake Eyre Development report includes an aerial view of Cooper Creek in the May 1974
flood shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6.
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Figure 7.
Figure 7 illustrates an en echelon reservoir construction as it might be applied to the Cooper
Creek braided stream landscape, using an OS excavator.
Figure 8 shows a doughnut shaped OS excavation with a deep water reservoir partially
surrounded by excavated material. This design provides a convenient spoil dump site close to
the excavation which reduces construction cost. The bank provides wind protection to limit
evaporation loss as well as a high point where a wind mill can be sited to provide pumping
and/or aeration to maintain water quality.

Figure 8.
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Benefits for off-stream storage include:
+
Water is taken from the river only when the river is in flood.
+
The cleanest water is diverted to the storage reducing the incidence of silt buildup.
+
The natural course of the river remains substantially uninterrupted.
+
The storage can be relatively deep thereby reducing evaporation losses.
+
The excavated material high ground provides a useful refuge for fixed plant, equipment
and fauna during flood periods.
+
Off-stream storages can be constructed anywhere along the length of the river
providing site selection flexibility not present with the dam or weir options.
+
The size or number of storages can be adjusted to meet water resource needs of the
resident community.
5.2
Pumping
The original Bradfield Scheme was reported in The Courier-Mail of September 20, 1938. It
involved a series of dams and diversion tunnels which transferred water from the NE
Queensland rivers to the agriculture regions of the outback, as shown in the article map,
Figure 9.

Figure 9.
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The current proposal uses the Fuselage Turbine (FT) illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10.
FT units will generate electricity to pump the water to the west. These units can operate in
high and turbulent winds making them suitable for operation in windy mountainous regions.
The technique of pumping water over ridge lines is described as ‘electric siphoning’. It
involves mounting a large FT unit with an associated water storage pond, on top of an
exposed ridge. The stored water is then available to generate electricity when required, as
discussed in reference.7
A high pressure electric piston pump delivers water to a ridge crest storage site which is then
used to drive a Pelton wheel generator, as the stored water flows to the next lower storage.
Electricity from the Pelton wheel can be transmitted back over the ridge, and into the feed
pump, together with electricity generated by the FT. The FT units are calculated to be more
efficient at utilising the available wind energy than existing wind turbines as shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11.
This Outback water proposal is expected to be more cost effective than the original Bradfield
scheme, and will utilise wind power to pump water.
5)
Fair Dinkum Power Committee.8
There is currently an Australian Senate investigation into this topic which is due to report by
30 June 2019. My submission to this committee provides the following statement:
Subject: Submission to Fair Dinkum Power Committee
Select Committee into Fair Dinkum Power Dear Committee, I introduce myself by
referring you to our family web site at www.Bosmin.com In reference to your first term
of reference:- the potential for empowering energy consumers to play a more
important role in the National Electricity Market, through providing diverse services in:
+
energy generation,
+
demand response and energy efficiency,
+
grid stability and reliability services,
+
alternatives to conventional network investment
Comment:1. I have been concerned with returned service staff who feel 'unwanted' when they
return home, and can suggest a possible redeployment of these ex army personnel
who return to Australia and then have difficulty gaining civilian employment. The idea
is to employ them in a major national project, but still under military control. This is a
similar concept to the US Army Corp who have contributed to such projects as the
Panama Canal, locks and barrages on the Mississippi River, draining the Florida
swamps.
2. In Australia a suitable project could be providing water to regions west of the Great
Dividing Range. Engineering details of this proposal are contained at
http://www.bosmin.com/ICS/WindIntoWater.pdf and
http://www.bosmin.com/turbine/WindIntoWine.pdf
3. You will note this includes developing a more efficient wind turbine generator, new
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equipment for digging and maintaining water storages, and a new system for
transferring water across high ridge lines called "electric siphon". Electric siphon
provides a new design concept for the Bradfield Scheme which will dramatically
reduce development cost compared to the original tunnel intensive proposal.
4. Another aspect to this proposal is the provision of despatchable renewable power
as indicated in the Snowy 3.0 proposal which also has a capital cost benefit
compared to the Snowy 2.0 "pumped storage" design.
In summary,
a) this submission offers a better use for wind power storage in the form of pumped
elevated water, which results in a despatchable power supply. This is better than
using large batteries, and can provide much greater storage capacity.
b) Some of the existing wind farms could be converted into hydro storage power
plants, which thereby reduces undesirable impacts on the electricity grid.
c) The proposal can be extended to provide water for the outback.
d) It provides an opportunity to introduce more efficient fuselage turbine machines
capable of harnessing significantly more power from the wind than existing wind
turbines.
e) Army veteran engineers could be employed as part of this initiative.
Sent from Robert Beatty
6) Summary.
Topographical Engineering solutions can reduce the incidence of Figure 1 type catastrophes.
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